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Abstract
Within Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO), multiple disciplines of a part or product are evaluated in
order to determine the performance in these disciplines . Manufacturing cost is not a discipline usually
evaluated in an MDO analysis. However for aircraft part and component manufacturers manufacturing cost
is one of the most important performance indicators because it directly affects the profitability of such
companies. Cost is often not included because no cost evaluation tool is available. In this paper a cost estimation
tool is presented that relates geometric features to recurring manufacturing cost. The tool uses only data from
the public domain and will be open source to ensure anyone can use it, improve it and include manufacturing
cost in their MDO frameworks.

I. Introduction
Within Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO), multiple disciplines of a part or product are evaluated in order to
determine the performance in these disciplines. Manufacturing cost is not a discipline usually evaluated in an MDO
analysis. However for aircraft part and component manufacturers manufacturing cost is one of the most important
performance indicators because it directly affects the profitability of such companies. Decisions and design choices
made at high level MDO exercises do have a profound effect on the manufacturability and therefore manufacturing
cost of the parts or products designed [1]. Therefore, for aircraft part and component manufacturers to reap the benefits
from MDO analyses it is essential that manufacturing cost is taken into account in the MDO process.
One of the reasons cost estimation is not included in the MDO analysis is that the availabilit y of tools evaluating
cost is limited. When cost tools are available, they are often proprietary and can therefore not be used in for MDO
studies in the public domain. However, because of this lack of tools the knowledge of how to include cost estimation
in MDO is only showing limited growth. Developing and providing a non-proprietary cost estimation tool based on
data from the public domain will solve this problem.
In a conceptual MDO analysis, the exact quantification of cost is usually not important. It is more important to
understand the relative impact on manufacturing cost. In other words, it is important to see which manufacturing
method is cheaper or which design aspects incur more manufacturing cost. Therefore, even a cost estimation method
that does not provide exact results but is correct in showing the comparative effects is useful.
One of the Agile 4.0 project [4] objectives is to be able to include manufacturing cost analysis in optimization
flows. In Agile 4.0 optimization workflows are set up that run trans-company and trans-national. Industry, research
institutes and Academia work together to find ways to include manufacturability in MDO flows. As an industrial
partner GKN Aerospace is highly interested in optimization flows including manufacturing. However due to
competitive reasons it cannot provide its own proprietary cost estimation models.
To ensure cost estimation will be included in MDO analyses and ensure that public domain knowledge on how to
do this increases, a tool is required that is open for use in the public domain. In this paper a cost estimation method is
be presented that estimates the manufacturing cost of parts using formulas relating geometry part characteristics to
part cost. It is developed at GKN Aerospace in the context of Agile 4.0, however the code for this method will be
made available in the public domain and all methods and data used are taken from the public domain.
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II. What are the requirements for an open source cost estimation method with respect to use in
MDO
To ensure a cost estimation tool can operate in an open MDO environment such as used in Agile 4.0 the re are
several requirements. These requirements apply to the cost method itself but and to the context in which the cost
estimation method is developed. These requirements are:
1. Link geometric features to cost. Most other disciplinary analyses have geometry as the basis for their
analyses. Therefore, it makes sense to use the available geometrical information in the cost estimation. By
linking the cost to physical geometry, it makes it easier to understand for non-cost experts how the tool operates.
Therefore, the estimation method must link geometric elements to cost.
2. Be causal, changes in design result in a logical change in cost. Causality between design or geometry
changes and cost is essential for the cost estimation method to be accepted even by non -experts. Such a
causality could for example be a larger and or more complex product having a higher manufacturing cost, the
advantages of causal cost estimation methods are shown in [6].
3. Include manufacturability features as an input. This requirement is linked to the previous one. Features that
have an influence on cost such as curvature should result in a cost increase to ensure the optimization process
gets the correct feedback from the cost estimation method.
4. Be easily extendible with new manufacturing methods . New manufacturing methods are developed all the
time and often the goal of an optimization is to determine if such a manufacturing method results in lower
manufacturing cost. Therefore, to add in a manufacturing method to the cost estimation method must be simple.
5. Have standardized data input and output. In order to fit in MDO frameworks the way to provide input to
the cost estimation method must be clear and preferably use standard data formats.
6. Data used must come from the public domain. To ensure everyone can use the cost estimation method, the
data should be available in the public domain. In this way parties that don’t have access to proprietary data can
still use the tool for cost estimation.
7. Must be based on open source software packages and therefor not require proprietary tools. Like the
data, the tools used must also be available in the public domain to ensure everyone can have access to the tool
8. Can be used by people not familiar with all the ins and outs of cost estimation. People in the MDO
community are often not familiar with cost estimation tools. The goal is that these people will use this tool.
Therefore, the tool should be sufficiently simple to be used by people that are not cost estimation experts.

III.

Implementation details of the cost estimation tool

In the context of the Agile 4.0 project GKN Fokker is developing a cost estimation tool that meets the requirements
from the previous paragraph. The implementation details of this tool will be described in this paragraph.
A. What is the calculation method used
The calculation methods of the tool are based on the principles and data of [2] and [3]. Reports describing the cost
estimation methods developed and the data used can be found in the public domain and are therefore applicable for
this tool. The methods and data provided only cover composite manufacturing processes and are probably out of date.
However, as a starting point they do provide a solid amount of data to start with. Furthermore, the cost estimation
methods directly link geometrical features cost. In this paper only a short summary will be given but more details
about the method and its subsequent developments can be found in [2], [3] and [5].
At the basis of the cost estimation is the principle that every manufacturing method can be b roken down into a
series of manufacturing steps. For each of these manufacturing steps the manufacturing processing time and the
material used in the step is calculated. Multiplying the processing time with hourly rates of the resources used in the
manufacturing step and multiplying the materials used with their unit cost results in the total cost of a manufacturing
step. By summing all the calculated costs, the total recurring cost of a part or assembly produced by the method is
calculated.
As discussed before the manufacturing process times for each manufacturing step must be calculated. This is done
using the following formula [2]:
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Where:
𝜏𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = Acceleration parameter, time it takes to achieve 63% steady state
𝐴𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = Cost driver, for example area of a composite sheet
𝜈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = Steady state speed of the manufacturing process
To execute this formula for each manufacturing step the variables in it must be calculated. 𝐴𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 depends on the
manufacturing type but usually relates to the geometry of the part and can be measured using for example a CAD
model of the part.
𝜏𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 depend on the manufacturing process used and on the characteristics of the geometry of the
part. The characteristics such as part complexity are related to an adjustment of a base number stored in a database. In
order to properly adjust the number the characteristics must be quantified. For surface based manufacturing methods,
smooth normal and geodesic curvatures and sharp angle changes are used as complexity indicators. In the figures
below examples are shown of these geometric features.

Figure 1 Single curved
Figure 2 Double curved or geodesic
surface
curved surface

Figure 3 Sharp connection

The complexity indicators used to adjust 𝜏𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 are called 𝐼𝑛, 𝐼𝑔 ,𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝 respectively. 𝐼𝑛 and 𝐼𝑔 can
be determined by integrating the surface curvature over the manufacturable surface. 𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝 can be calculated by
multiplying the sharp angle change with the length of this angle change. A more though explanation of how this can
be done can be found in [5]. Using the complexity indicators 𝜏𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 and 𝜈𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 can be calculated as follows:
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In the formula’s above 𝑐𝑛, 𝑐𝑑 and 𝑐𝑔 are added to the formula’s. These factors describe the actual influence of part
complexity on the manufacturing process. These factors have to be determined for each manufacturing process and
are currently not all available in the public domain databases. They will have to be determined based on estimations
or test.
Finally, to achieve the total manufacturing times a delay factor is also added. This is the time required to start the
process such as machine set up. Resulting in:
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Now the manufacturing times can be calculated and the basis for the cost estimation is established. Material cost
is added by simple multiplication of material quantity and material unit cost.
B. What kind of data is used for the calculations and how is it available.
For the calculations different kinds of data are needed. These are supplied to the system in different data files. The
different data kinds are:
1. Manufacturing process and manufacturing method data. Data describing the individual manufacturing
processes and the manufacturing methods in which they are used.
2. Manufacturing environment data. Data describing the environment in which the manufacturing takes
place.
3. Material data. Data describing the cost and other data of the materials used for manufacturing a part.
4. Connection material data. Data describing the cost of the materials used for manufacturing a connection,
such as fasteners.
1. Manufacturing process and manufacturing method data.
In order to calculate the cost of all the manufacturing processes data about these processes is required. Because
the method must be available to people and parties not having access to this data it must be provided with the tool
itself. At the moment data is available for a limited amount of manufacturing processes. The data available comes
from [2] and contains data for most common composite manufacturing sub-processes. From these manufacturing subprocesses templates have been created combining then into complete manufacturing methods such as hand lay up or
Automated Tape Laying.
Currently the available data is stored in a Comma Separated values (CSV) file that is provided with the tool. In
future the database can be expanded by adding more sub process entries to the database or by combining sub processes
in to templates for overall manufacturing methods. The variables describing sub processes have to be defined by
measuring or estimating actual manufacturing times and establishing the relationship to the geometry. An example of
the data stored in the CSV file can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Example of some of the manufacturing process data stored in the CSV file
The manufacturing methods are stored in a template file. In this file, the manufacturing processes for each
manufacturing method are stored. Furthermore, the cost driver element for the manufacturing method is stored. This
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can for example be length area or removed volume. The format in which this data is currently stored is JSON. An
example is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Manufacturing method data for the RTM process
In addition to the already available data, new manufacturing processes have been added to the database. These
processes, in combination with existing processes have been used to add new manufacturing methods. For example
the metal machining method has been added by adding the machining roughing and finishing methods and combining
these with existing processes into a manufacturing method.
2. Manufacturing environment data
The manufacturing environment data describes the environment in which the manufacture is taking place. This is
factory dependent data such as labor rates and the hourly rates of the machines used for the manufacturing processes.
Currently this data is stored in the xml format. An example using made up values can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Manufacturing environment data example
3. Material data
The material data is the data related to the material used and the main material for manufacturing the part. Currently
this consists of a unit cost and of a density. This data is stored in a JSON file. An example can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Example of material data
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4. Connection material data.
The connection material data is a combination of data used for determining the fastener cost and data used for
determining the material cost for a bonded connection. For fasteners two models are implemented. One for simple
unit cost of the faster and one the scales the cost with the size of the fastener. This data is stored in a JSON file. An
example can be seen in.

Figure 8 Example of connection material data
C. What is the software platform used
The software platform used must be publically available. Therefore Python [7] was chosen as the implementation
platform. This software is available at most companies and institutes involved in MDO. Th erefore, by choosing this
platform the software code behind the estimation method is accessible. In the python platform, no proprietary libraries
are used to ensure the tool itself remains publically available. Used as a python library the cost estimation tool can
also be easily integrated into other python tools.
D. What are in and output formats and content
As was stated in the requirements the in- and outputs of the tool must be transparent and accessible by other
software tools to fit in an MDO framework. For these reasons, the XML format was chosen to provide in and output
for the tools.
Inputs
The tool gets the input through an XML file defining the parts and connections of a complete assembly. The cost
analysis tool will determine the cost of all the specified parts and connections (Figure 9). For a part the information
required consists of part name, material information, manufacturing information, geometrical details and complexity
information. Some of the inputs are optional, such as the complexity information (Figure 11 and Figure 12). For a
connection the connected parts and the geometric and manufacturing details of the connection must be specified
(Figure 10). The inputs for the cost estimation tool can also be contained in a CPACS file [8]. The CPACS format is
a standardized XML format containing an aircraft system. In this case, the assembly XML node must be specified in
the tool specific part of the CPACS file.
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Figure 9 Definition of the assembly in the cost
tool input

Figure 10 Connection details in the cost tool
input

Figure 11 Part details in the cost tool input

Figure 12 Lay-up details in the cost tool input

Output
The baseline output format is XML, because most other software tools can interpret this. The exported data in the
output XML is configurable through a configuration file. This means that one can only export the total cost and or
manufacturing times for assembly parts and connections or one can request all the details for all sub processes of all
manufacturing methods. In which case all costs and times for all manufacturing processes are reported. Using this
feature the output can be tailored to the specific needs of the MDO flow or environment in which the tool is used.
Example of some typical XML outputs are shown in Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15.
Besides the XML format the tool also supports exports in the XLSX and PDF formats. Like with the XML outputs
the content and form of the output can be configures though a configuration file. The support of these formats increases
the compatibility with more MDO flows and increases user acceptance and user interaction as these formats, because
these formats are better human readable.
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Figure 13 XML entry for assembly cost totals

Figure 14 XML entry for part cost totals

IV.

Figure 15 XML entry for connection cost totals

Examples of tool integrations

A. Example Integration of the tool in KBE framework
At GKN Fokker the cost estimation tool is integrated in a KBE framework for designing and optimizing aircraft
wings and wing movables called the Multi-Disciplinary Modeler (MDM), part of this MDM is the moveable generator
[9]. This KBE framework is developed in Python using a commercial python KBE library called Parapy [10]. This
framework uses several different analysis tools of which the open source cost tool is one. In the framework, the user
can calculate the part cost or the total component cost using the Graphical User Interface. It is also possible to export
the cost results in a predefined template. An example of the total cost determined in the MDM by the open source cost
tool is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 MDM instantiation of an aircraft movable with total cost determined by the open source cost tool
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In the KBE platform, all the inputs needed for the open source cost tool are automatically extracted from the
geometry. Most of this data is extracted using measurement tools incorporated in the Parapy platform. However, for
some of the inputs more complex algorithms are used. For example, the curvature or complexity contents described
in section II.b are extracted using the built in mesh capability of the KBE platform. What this looks link in the MDM
is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Definition of open source cost tool inputs in the MDM determining complexity data using built
in meshing capability
Because the MDM is a python tool it is actually possible to use the open source cost tool without going t hrough in
and output files. It uses the tool directly by loading it as a python library. Advantage of this is that the performance is
much better then when using in and output files. This performance advantage will become even more apparent when
doing large Design Of Experiments or when doing optimizations.
B. Example Integration of the tool in multi company and multi-national optimization framework
Within the AGILE 4.0 consortium the cost estimation tool is going to be used in application cases focusing on
including manufacturability in the optimization process. For this purpose a multi company and a multi-site workflow
is set up to perform a Multi-Disciplinary Analysis (MDA). In this MDA the open source cost tool is run as a standalone tool. It gets its data from the flap generator, which is in fact part of the MDM described in the previous section.
The flap generator is running at GKN-Fokker while the open source cost tool is running at Delft University of
Technology as a separate python tool. The workflow software used in RCE [11] while cross company dataflow issues
are being taken care of by BRICS[12]. In this MDA the data required by the open source cost tool is stored in the tool
specific part of a CPACS file. The workflow is depicted in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 Agile 4.0 MDA workflow including the open source cost tool
In Agile 4.0 a simple flap is used as the test case. The flap generate is positioned in a regional jet type aircraft.
Different flap kinematics and sizes are analyzed in separate MDA’s so they can be compared. What one of those flap
concepts looks like can be seen in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Flap analyzed in the Agile 4.0 MDA
The results of the open source cost analysis of a flap are shown in Table 1. When analyzed the result from the open
source cost tool show that all parts in the flap that are part of the movable generator model can be included in the
analysis. Currently the connections are missing because they are not part of the flap generator model. Therefore, the
cost will be underestimated. The part cost themselves also seem to be on the low side when comparing to proprietary
in house cost estimation tools. Finally, the movable generator is only generating data for the main structural elements,
missing smaller elements such as connection angles. This again means the manufacturing cost is underestimated.
Despite the underestimation of the cost, the different MDA’s do show the correct direction of cost. So if certain
parameters change, like flap size, the cost change in the same direction as when using an in house proprietary tool.
Therefore, the open source cost tool will provide the correct cost estimation direction when used in an o ptimization.
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Table 1 Cost estimation results for a flap
part_name
SKIN | side_1 | panel_0
SKIN | side_2 | panel_0
RIB | station_0 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_1 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_2 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_3 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_4 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_5 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_6 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_7 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_8 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_9 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_10 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_11 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_12 | group_0 | rib_0
RIB | station_13 | group_0 | rib_0
SPAR | station_0
SPAR | station_1
inboard_mechanism_smart_flap_carriage
inboard_mechanism_smart_flap_support
inboard_mechanism_rotation_actuator
inboard_mechanism_translation_actuator
outboard_mechanism_smart_flap_carriage
outboard_mechanism_smart_flap_support
outboard_mechanism_rotation_actuator
outboard_mechanism_translation_actuator
Totals

manufacturing_method total_cost [$] total_proc_time [sec]
Hand_Layup
6091.09
19930.74
Hand_Layup
5895.69
19499.83
RubberForming
143.56
4646.54
Hand_Layup
310.84
7599.84
Hand_Layup
309.84
7588.1
Hand_Layup
308.96
7577.64
Hand_Layup
308.21
7568.96
Hand_Layup
307.44
7559.82
Hand_Layup
306.63
7550.23
Hand_Layup
305.79
7540.31
Hand_Layup
304.93
7529.95
Hand_Layup
304.18
7520.96
Hand_Layup
303.22
7509.44
Hand_Layup
302.39
7499.47
Hand_Layup
301.52
7489
RubberForming
128.58
4189.03
Hand_Layup
552.22
9352.06
Hand_Layup
407.37
8243.44
Machining
1008.3
3931.62
Machining
119.39
1031.81
Machining
52.24
737.17
Machining
65.4
801.53
Machining
1089.09
4075.05
Machining
115.79
1023.11
Machining
52.92
740.58
Machining
68.01
814.03
19463.6
169550.26

V. Discussion, how can the tool be used and what should be done to improve its usefulness
Currently the tool supports a limited number of manufacturing and connection methods. These methods suffice to
support most common concepts in aeronautical structural design however; some methods are bound to be missing and
should be added to future versions.
The absolute values of the cost tools are not comparable to the results created with proprietary cost tools and for
some methods not even in the same ballpark, e.g. 50% off. This makes it difficult to compare completely different
manufacturing concepts. Within the manufacturing concepts themselves the trends are correct. This should be taken
into account when using the open source cost tool in an MDO environment.
Complexity measurements, while included in the core of the tool, are not fully supported yet. Currently all tests
are performed without taking complexity into account. It is the goal to first get proper understandable results for the
manufacturing methods without considering complexity and then switch the existing complexity code on. However,
this will happen only in a future release.
Finally, the processes used for defining the manufacturing methods must be checked for correctness. Currently
some results show an overwhelming effect of certain manufacturing sub processes reducing the influence of other subprocesses in a manufacturing method. The logic behind this needs to be checked, is it, from a manufacturing point of
view, logical that this one sub-process is so important. Another aspect is the age of the database data, because it is 25
years old it might have been overtaken by the current state of the art. When considering th is it should be noted that
the cost tool is only intended to be used to give qualitative feedback on manufacturing cost in an MDO environment.
In other words, the actual quantification of the cost is not relevant as long as the cost feedback is enough to s elect the
most cost effective manufacturing method.

VI.

Conclusions

The cost tool described in this paper meets the requirements for applicability in an MDO environment. It used
open source data and therefore has no proprietary limitations. It also used geomet rical input and differentiates based
on differences in geometric complexity. This allows for example the integration in a framework where aerodynamics
and manufacturing are included. Aerodynamic optimization changes the geometry and the tool presented here can
give feedback on the cost implications. To ensure the tool can be integrated in an MDO framework common
programming platforms and data formats are used.
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The development of this tool is certainly not finished and should therefore be taken further. The openness of the
standards, databases and data formats used allow this. Because this tool only uses data from the public domain anyone
can add to it.

VII. Tool distribution
The Open source cost tool will be publically available and will be distributed under th e Apache-2.0 License. The
tools has been named CATMAC (Cost Analysis Tool for Manufacturing of Aircraft Components). The code is hosted
on Github: https://github.com/COC-Design-GKN/CATMAC . However, it is currently not publically available. To
get access please sent an e-mail to the main author of this paper. In future CATMAC will also be hosted as a library
on the pip server to enable installation through pip install. The authors of this paper sincerely hope that reader of this
paper will use, improve and expand this tool.
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